Strange as it may seem: the many links between Wnt signaling, planar cell polarity, and cilia
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Cilia are important cellular structures that have been implicated in a variety of signaling cascades. In this review, we discuss the current evidence for and against a link between cilia and both the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway and the noncanonical Wnt/planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway. Furthermore, we address the evidence implicating a role for PCP components in ciliogenesis. Given the lack of consensus in the field, we use new data on the control of ciliary protein localization as a basis for proposing new models by which cell type-specific regulation of ciliary components via differential transport, regulated entry and exit, or diffusion barriers might generate context-dependent functions for cilia.

It has been asserted that cilia were the first cellular organelles to be described, when Leeuwenhoek himself (as translated in Dobell 1958) observed single cells propelling themselves with tiny cellular projections (see Satir 1995). Roughly 300 years later, nonmotile primary cilia were first described, and among the earliest functions ascribed to them were sensory. That these assertions proved to be correct is among the more striking recent breakthroughs in developmental biology. Indeed, forward genetic screens in the mouse revealed that cilia play a crucial role in the regulation of the Hedgehog signaling pathway in vertebrates (Huangfu et al. 2003; Eggenschwiler and Anderson 2007; Goetz and Anderson 2010). In stark contrast, the role for cilia in Wnt signaling remains much more elusive. Indeed, the very issue of what, if any, links exist between cilia and the Wnt/β-catenin or Wnt/PCP (planar cell polarity) pathways remains quite contentious. The multitude of reported links are the topic of the present review, but the reader should be forewarned. Solid conclusions will be scarce. Perhaps this is fitting: Sharpey (1836) wrote of his own review on cilia in 1836 that "considerable space has been allotted to the present article, more perhaps than its relative importance may seem to demand." Some 30 pages later, he expressed dismay that, "strange as it may seem, after what has been said, some observers maintain that the cilia have no real existence... that the whole is an optical illusion" [Sharpey 1836]. Likewise, while there is compelling evidence for roles for cilia in Wnt and PCP signaling, there is also compelling evidence to the contrary.

Here, we address these many studies, starting with canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling. We then proceed to studies linking cilia to PCP signaling and studies that conversely demonstrate a role for certain PCP proteins in the initial assembly of cilia. Finally, we discuss recent advances in our understanding of how cells regulate which proteins get into and out of their cilia, thus providing new mechanisms by which cilia may be used by cells to generate context-dependent responses to extracellular signaling, including, perhaps, Wnts.
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Cilia and canonical Wnt signaling

Canonical Wnt signaling is implicated in a large number of developmental and disease processes. Put simplistically, a secreted Wnt ligand binds to and activates the Frizzled class of receptors, leading to stabilization and nuclear localization of β-catenin and subsequent activation of Wnt target genes (for review, see van Amerongen and Nusse 2009). In reality, this pathway is significantly more complex, as is evident from the multiple feedback mechanisms at work and the delicate balance of a large number of regulatory components during Wnt signaling (for example, see Lee et al. 2003). One can see how receptor localization and regulatory confinement to the cilium might offer significant advantages in terms of concentrating and regulating signaling efforts. Indeed, a number of Wnt signaling components have been observed in cilium and at basal bodies.

One of the first connections between cilia and the canonical Wnt pathway came from evidence that the inversin gene product Nephrocystin2 (also called Inv) localized to cilia and physically interacted with the core Wnt pathway component, Dishevelled (Dvl) (Otto et al. 2003; Watanabe et al. 2003; Simons et al. 2005). Cotransfection experiments showed that Inv abrogated the ability of Dvl to drive activation of a Wnt-responsive reporter construct (Simons et al. 2005). Thus, the early indications suggested that canonical Wnt signaling was actually constrained rather than potentiated by events at primary cilia.

The first direct look at the link between cilia and Wnt signaling arose from the observation that knockdown of any of several genes associated with the well-defined ciliopathy Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS1, BBS4, and MKKS) resulted in a hyperactive Wnt response in cultured cells (Gerdes et al. 2007). Likewise, knockdown of Kif3a, the kinesin motor essential for ciliogenesis, also resulted in a sequestration of the cells’ response to exogenously supplied Wnt3a (Gerdes et al. 2007). These studies were followed shortly by another report showing that disruption of primary cilia in mice harboring mutations in kif3a, ift88, or ofd1 also resulted in a marked increase in cellular responses to canonical Wnt pathway activation (Corbit et al. 2008). Moreover, the presence of a primary cilium significantly constrained canonical Wnt signaling in both cultured mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) and embryonic stem cells (Corbit et al. 2008). Subsequent studies have reached similar conclusions, as is outlined below.

It is important, however, to note that some recent studies argue there is in fact no role at all for cilia in Wnt signaling. For example, maternal/zygotic zebrafish mutant in the ift88 gene fail to make cilia, but, while these mutants do display the expected Hh-related phenotypes, they showed no apparent defects in Wnt-dependent developmental processes or in expression of known Wnt target genes (Huang and Schier 2009). Likewise, another analysis found that the Wnt target gene Axin2 and a transgenic Wnt reporter were both normal in mouse embryos lacking ift88, ift72, or kif3a (Ocbina et al. 2009). Moreover, this study also examined MEFs generated from wild-type and cilia-defective mice using a quantitative Wnt reporter and found no difference in the response to Wnt ligand (Ocbina et al. 2009).

Despite these important dissenting views, several other reports support a role for cilia (or cilia-associated proteins) in restraining Wnt signaling. For example, loss of primary cilia in mammary ducts of Ift88 mutant mice resulted in both an increase in Wnt signaling and a decrease in Hh signaling (McDermott et al. 2010). Likewise, Chibby, a basal body-associated protein, is required for ciliogenesis in the airway and can also bind β-catenin and negatively regulate Wnt signaling (Takemaru et al. 2003; Voronina et al. 2009). In both the airway and in MEFs, mutation of chibby results in up-regulated Wnt responses (Voronina et al. 2009).

Evidence indicating a role for cilia in negative regulation of Wnt/β-catenin activity is not restricted to the mouse. The zebrafish seahorse gene was identified in a screen for genes affecting kidney cyst formation, a common phenotype of ciliopathies. While Seahorse protein does not localize to cilia, the seahorse gene is highly expressed in ciliated tissues, suggesting that it is involved in cilia function (Kishimoto et al. 2008). Interestingly, Seahorse binds to Dvl, and seahorse morphants have a phenotype consistent with an expansion of Wnt signaling, suggesting that Seahorse somehow constrains Wnt signaling in zebrafish. Likewise, overexpression of the lipogenic transcription factor [SREBP1c] disrupts ciliogenesis and elevates Wnt/β-catenin signaling in Xenopus (Willemarck et al. 2010).

Finally, the complexity of this issue is perhaps most sharply rendered by a return to where it all started: the kidney. Cilia defects are linked tightly to cystic kidney disease, and experiments with NPHP2/Inv first implicated a cilia-associated protein with Wnt signaling (Simons et al. 2005). More recent data have been somewhat confounding. On the one hand, loss of cilia in the kidney of Ift20 mutant mice was associated with an increase in nuclear, dephosphorylated β-catenin and increase in expression of a variety of Wnt target genes (Jonassen et al. 2008). In contrast, mice mutant for the Joubert syndrome gene Ah11/βna show abrogated canonical Wnt signaling in the kidney (Lancaster et al. 2009). While βna seems to control Wnt signaling by facilitating nuclear entry of β-catenin (Lancaster et al. 2009), its relationship with cilia is unclear. One group (Lancaster et al. 2009) reported that βna is not required for ciliogenesis, but another group (Hsiao et al. 2009) reported that it is required. Both groups reported a role for βna in trafficking in the photoreceptor connecting cilium (Louie et al. 2010; Westfall et al. 2010). Taken together, these results might seem to indicate a positive, rather than negative, role for βna and cilia in Wnt signaling. An alternative explanation is that βna is sequestered at cilia in order to restrain Wnt signaling, such that disruption of cilia [by mutation of IFT [infraflagellar transport] genes, for example] would release βna and allow it to potentiate β-catenin entry to the nucleus and thus stimulate Wnt signaling. Complicating this view, however, is the fact that another basal body-localized protein, Chibby, does just the opposite—inhibiting Wnt signaling by preventing nuclear entry of β-catenin (Li et al. 2008). We discuss direct connections between...
nuclear import machinery and cilia in much more detail below.

In summary, several lines of evidence support the idea that cilia or cilia-associated proteins can act to constrain canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling. Nonetheless, the overall embryonic phenotypes of mice with mutations in core ciliogenesis genes [Ift88, etc.] do not display overt and widespread defects in Wnt-mediated developmental processes, although these mice do overly resemble mice with defective Hh signaling. What, then, are we to conclude? It would seem that the role of cilia in the canonical Wnt pathway—whatever it is—is both cell type-specific and also significantly more subtle than is the role of cilia in Hh signaling. Given the already bedeviling complexity of the role of cilia in Hh signal transduction, it seems that one safe conclusion is that working out the details of the role of cilia in Hh signaling will provide for some exciting new avenues of research. Indeed, clinical significance for this issue may be expanding beyond the well-known ciliopathies, as a potential link between Wnt signaling and cilia has been noted in medulloblastoma (Han et al. 2009).

Cilia and PCP signaling

The ability of cells to orient relative to an axis along the plane of the tissue is called PCP, and in many tissues this property is controlled by a noncanonical branch of the Wnt pathway: the PCP cascade. This pathway was originally delineated in Drosophila, and is centered on the planar-polarized accumulation of various components to distinct regions of the cell. The core components of the pathway include the transmembrane proteins Frizzled, Van Gogh, and Flamingo (vertebrate Fz, Vangl, and Celsr, respectively), and the cytoplasmic proteins Prickle and Dvl (for review, see Vladar et al. 2009; McNeill 2010).

The first demonstration of its role in vertebrates came from studies of the collective cell movement called convergent extension [CE] [Sokol 1996; Heisenberg et al. 2000; Tada and Smith 2000; Wallingford et al. 2000]. This process is driven by the polarized interdigitation of cells specifically along the mediolateral axis of the embryo (Shih and Keller 1992; Keller 2002); failure of CE results in defective neural tube closure in both Xenopus and mice (Wallingford and Harland 2002; J Wang et al. 2006; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007). PCP signaling was subsequently shown to govern a variety of planar-polarized cell behaviors in vertebrates, including the orientation of stereocilia in the cochlea and of hair follicles in the epidermis [Montcouquiol et al. 2003; Guo et al. 2004; Devenport and Fuchs 2008; Jones et al. 2008].

Quite recently, PCP signaling was found to be required for polarized beating of motile cilia in a variety of tissues. Work in multiciliated cells of the Xenopus epidermis revealed that Dvl1 and Vangl2 control the planar orientation of basal bodies, which in turn controls directional ciliary beating [Park et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009]. Subsequent studies showed that these and other PCP proteins also control the directed beating of multiciliated ependymal cells of the mouse brain and the zebrafish kidney [Borovina et al. 2010; Guirao et al. 2010; Tissir et al. 2010]. Finally, PCP signaling is also required for left–right patterning, owing to its role in the planar positioning of motile monocilia in the node of mice, the gastrocoel roof of Xenopus, and the Kupffer’s vesicle of zebrafish [Antic et al. 2010; Borovina et al. 2010; Hashimoto et al. 2010; Song et al. 2010]. The role of PCP in directed cilia beating is the subject of a recent review [Wallingford 2010], and is not elaborated on further here.

A number of other studies have posited a role for cilia in PCP signaling, and this area remains quite murky. As mentioned above, Inv interacts with Dvl, which is involved in both canonical and noncanonical Wnt signaling [Simons et al. 2005]. Inv also bears striking homology with the Drosophila PCP gene Diego (Feigun et al. 2001), and loss of Inv results in CE defects, consistent with a role for Inv/NPHP2 in vertebrate PCP [Simons et al. 2005]. These results led Simons et al. [2005] to propose that Inv/NPHP2 at the base of primary cilia may act as a molecular switch, somehow regulating the balance between canonical Wnt signaling and Wnt/PCP signaling.

Further evidence suggesting a link between cilia and PCP signaling has come from examination of phenotypes in mice mutant for genes associated with the ciliopathy BBS (Ross et al. 2005). The loss of BBS1, BBS4, or Mkks [BBS6] resulted in mice with open eyelids and disorganized stereocilia in the cochlea, features common in PCP mutant mice [Ross et al. 2005]. Additionally, several ciliopathy genes interact genetically with the PCP component Vangl2, resulting in more severe cochlear orientation defects and CE defects [Ross et al. 2005; Gerdes et al. 2007; Jones et al. 2008; Leitch et al. 2008; May-Simera et al. 2010]. Indeed, tagged versions of BBS8 and Vangl2 can be coimmunoprecipitated when coexpressed in cultured cells [May-Simera et al. 2010]. Finally, manipulations of another ciliopathy gene, ofd1, also elicits CE defects in zebrafish and also displays functional synergy with Vangl2, indicating a genetic interaction between Ofd1 and the PCP pathway [Ferrante et al. 2009].

Together, these data would seem to argue for a role for cilia or cilia-related proteins in PCP signaling. However, maternal/zygotic mutation of Ift88 in zebrafish did not result in defective CE [Huang and Schier 2009]. Moreover, we would argue that some notes of caution are needed in interpreting the results of the many experiments linking PCP signaling to cilia. First, many of the genetic interactions have been based on the rates of neural tube defects [NTDs] in mutant mice. However, neural tube closure in mammals is a complex trait, and genes involved in closure in one region of the neural tube are not necessarily involved in other regions [Wallingford 2006; Murdoch and Copp 2010]. To wit: The specific class of NTDs consistently found in PCP mutant mice is called craniorachischisis and affects the entirety of the hindbrain and spinal cord. This NTD is noteworthy because it involves a failure of the initial closure point of the vertebrate neural tube at the level of the hindbrain, and is consistently observed in the core PCP mutant mice, including Dvl, Frizzled, Vangl2, and Celsr1 [Kibar et al. 2001; Hamblet et al. 2002; Curtin et al. 2003; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007]. PCP signaling to cilia. First, many of the genetic interactions have been based on the rates of neural tube defects [NTDs] in mutant mice. However, neural tube closure in mammals is a complex trait, and genes involved in closure in one region of the neural tube are not necessarily involved in other regions [Wallingford 2006; Murdoch and Copp 2010]. To wit: The specific class of NTDs consistently found in PCP mutant mice is called craniorachischisis and affects the entirety of the hindbrain and spinal cord. This NTD is noteworthy because it involves a failure of the initial closure point of the vertebrate neural tube at the level of the hindbrain, and is consistently observed in the core PCP mutant mice, including Dvl, Frizzled, Vangl2, and Celsr1 [Kibar et al. 2001; Hamblet et al. 2002; Curtin et al. 2003; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007]. PCP signaling to cilia. First, many of the genetic interactions have been based on the rates of neural tube defects [NTDs] in mutant mice. However, neural tube closure in mammals is a complex trait, and genes involved in closure in one region of the neural tube are not necessarily involved in other regions [Wallingford 2006; Murdoch and Copp 2010]. To wit: The specific class of NTDs consistently found in PCP mutant mice is called craniorachischisis and affects the entirety of the hindbrain and spinal cord. This NTD is noteworthy because it involves a failure of the initial closure point of the vertebrate neural tube at the level of the hindbrain, and is consistently observed in the core PCP mutant mice, including Dvl, Frizzled, Vangl2, and Celsr1 [Kibar et al. 2001; Hamblet et al. 2002; Curtin et al. 2003; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007]. PCP signaling to cilia. First, many of the genetic interactions have been based on the rates of neural tube defects [NTDs] in mutant mice. However, neural tube closure in mammals is a complex trait, and genes involved in closure in one region of the neural tube are not necessarily involved in other regions [Wallingford 2006; Murdoch and Copp 2010]. To wit: The specific class of NTDs consistently found in PCP mutant mice is called craniorachischisis and affects the entirety of the hindbrain and spinal cord. This NTD is noteworthy because it involves a failure of the initial closure point of the vertebrate neural tube at the level of the hindbrain, and is consistently observed in the core PCP mutant mice, including Dvl, Frizzled, Vangl2, and Celsr1 [Kibar et al. 2001; Hamblet et al. 2002; Curtin et al. 2003; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007]. PCP signaling to cilia. First, many of the genetic interactions have been based on the rates of neural tube defects [NTDs] in mutant mice. However, neural tube closure in mammals is a complex trait, and genes involved in closure in one region of the neural tube are not necessarily involved in other regions [Wallingford 2006; Murdoch and Copp 2010]. To wit: The specific class of NTDs consistently found in PCP mutant mice is called craniorachischisis and affects the entirety of the hindbrain and spinal cord. This NTD is noteworthy because it involves a failure of the initial closure point of the vertebrate neural tube at the level of the hindbrain, and is consistently observed in the core PCP mutant mice, including Dvl, Frizzled, Vangl2, and Celsr1 [Kibar et al. 2001; Hamblet et al. 2002; Curtin et al. 2003; Y Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007].
et al. 2006). This NTD is a consequence of defects in CE cell movements [Wallingford and Harland 2002; J Wang et al. 2006; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007].

Strikingly however, mutations that dramatically impair ciliogenesis do not result in craniorachischisis; the initial closure in the hindbrain is normal [Huangfu et al. 2003; Huangfu and Anderson 2005; Liu et al. 2005; Caspary et al. 2007]. Rather, cilia mutant mice display an NTD called exencephaly, in which the forebrain remains open [see a detailed discussion of this point in Murdoch and Copp 2010]. Mice with mutations in core PCP genes very rarely display exencephaly. Given the large number of region-autonomous morphogenetic processes that collaborate to close the vertebrate neural tube [Colas and Schoenwolf 2001; Copp et al. 2003; Wallingford 2006], it may be that the genetic interactions observed between PCP genes and ciliary genes in mice have more to do with the physical integration of different morphogenetic processes in the forming neural tube than with integration of specific molecular signals. In addition, the emerging roles for at least some PCP proteins in the process of ciliogenesis (see below) may further confound interpretation of the results of genetic crosses.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, while the mechanistic basis of the ciliary role in Hh signaling is emerging, there is not an obvious way to link a role for cilia into the current mechanistic frameworks for PCP signaling. This contention stems from the “geometric” nature of the PCP signaling readout, as compared with other signaling pathways. Signaling systems such as the canonical Wnt or Hh pathways act at the level of transcription, with biochemical changes in transcription components leading to changes in the access of transcription factors to the target DNA. The PCP pathway, in contrast, controls cell morphology, rather than transcription, and thus there is no specific biochemical metric for “activation” of the PCP signaling cascade. Instead, in tissues where it is best understood (Drosophila wing and vertebrate cochlea), it is the asymmetric and mutually antagonistic spatial localization of core PCP proteins that serve as the key readout for this pathway’s activity [for review, see Strutt 2002; Vladar et al. 2009; McNeill 2010]. These asymmetric complexes then interface with fundamental cellular machinery (cytoskeleton, etc.) to affect a polarized cellular morphology.

This view of PCP signaling thus distinguishes between “active PCP signaling” [based on asymmetric localization of PCP components] and a cell’s ability to execute a polarized cellular or subcellular behavior. The two can be quite separable. An excellent example is provided by a fascinating study of the mouse vestibular system, which displays planar-polarized positioning of hair cells similar to those commonly studied in the cochlea. Kinocilia are positioned on opposite sides of cells in various regions of the vestibular epithelium; some are positioned medially, and others laterally. Strikingly, although kinocilium positions are reversed, the asymmetric positioning of the core PCP proteins Prickle2 and Frizzled6 is not reversed, and stays consistent across the entire tissue [Deans et al. 2007]. As such, a unifying model involving a direct and functional link between the cilium and asymmetric accumulation of core PCP proteins is at present difficult to envision. In the following section, we discuss an alternative model that might explain the link between cilia-associated proteins and cell polarity.

Cilia and PCP signaling versus cilia and PCP

Moving forward, a critical distinction must be made between PCP signaling and planar polarization of cells. While the PCP signaling cascade has received much attention, some epithelia clearly can achieve planar polarization in the absence of this one signaling pathway. For example, mediolateral cell intercalations and planar-polarized cell divisions that drive germband elongation in Drosophila do not require PCP signaling [Zallen and Wieschaus 2004; da Silva and Vincent 2007]. Thus, one intriguing idea is that cilia-associated proteins are involved in generating planar polarity, but that they do so in a way that is independent from the noncanonical Wnt/PCP signaling pathway.

The best evidence for this so far comes from the inner ear, where conditional mutation of Ift88, which is critical in the cochlea for formation of the kinocilium but not for actin-based stereocilia, resulted in a disorganization of the planar-polarized orientation of those stereocilia [Jones et al. 2008]. Interestingly, even though these cells appeared morphologically unpolarized, they maintained proper asymmetric localization of core PCP components, suggesting that the loss of cilia was acting to control polarized cell behavior independently of or downstream from the PCP signaling apparatus [Jones et al. 2008]. A similar situation was subsequently described in the multiciliated mouse ependymal apparatus, where mutation of Ift88 leads to a defect in planar polarization of directed ciliary beating but does not disrupt the planar-polarized distribution of Vangl2 protein [Guirao et al. 2010].

These ependymal cells also offer a second example of the important distinction between PCP signaling specifically and planar cell polarization generally. The planar orientation of basal bodies is governed by PCP signaling [see Wallingford 2010], but ependymal cells also display an additional form of planar polarization manifested by the asymmetric clustering of cilia on the apical cell surface [Mizraideh et al. 2010]. An elegant set of experiments showed that if ciliogenesis is disrupted in the precursors of these ependymal cells [radial glial cells], then the polarized clustering of ependymal cilia was disrupted, indicating that cilia are somehow involved in the generation of this element of ependymal cell planar polarity [Mizraideh et al. 2010]. Notably, however, this planar-polarized clustering of cilia does not require PCP signaling [Hirota et al. 2010].

These data suggest a model in which cilia [or cilia-associated proteins] can influence planar cell polarization independently of the PCP signaling machinery. How might they do this? One intriguing possibility focuses on the centrosome. Polarized cell migration in vitro has long been associated with planar-polarized positioning of the centrosome [e.g., Kupfer et al. 1982; Gomes et al.
2005). Indeed, manipulation of certain PCP signaling components can disrupt the migration of cultured cells and correspondingly randomizes centrosome positioning (Schlessinger et al. 2007).

When considering cell migration and planar polarity, it is tempting (and often intellectually useful) to ignore the third dimension. However, PCP-mediated collective cell movements such as CE involve moving cells that are oriented in all three dimensions. These “hexahedral” cells engage in behaviors that are polarized along both the mediolateral [planar] axis and also the orthogonal, deep/superficial axis [see the discussion in Green and Davidson 2007]. It may be that centrosome position is an essential facet of cells’ ability to sense polarizing information and act on it in order to execute the necessary polarized behaviors in three dimensions.

There is accumulating evidence that this is in fact the case. In *Xenopus*, microtubule growth is polarized in both mediolateral and deep/superficial axes. Growing microtubules are present mainly in the deep cytoplasm, and growth is preferentially oriented laterally (Shindo et al. 2008). Likewise, in zebrafish, centrosomes display polarized localization near the nascent apical surfaces of epithelializing mesoderm and ectoderm cells during gastrulation; their position is also planar-polarized, with a posterior bias early and a medial bias late in gastrulation (D Sepich and L Solnica-Krezel, pers comm.).

If centrosome position is ultimately central to polarized cell movements, then it seems possible that the genetic interactions between PCP proteins and cilia-associated proteins may be telling us less about molecular cross-talk than about the interdependence of two distinct elements of the cells’ polarizing machinery. Consistent with this notion is the fact that many proteins that play roles in ciliogenesis also play a role in establishing or maintaining centrosome position [e.g., Ift20] [Jonassen et al. 2008]. Moreover, several of the very same proteins that display robust genetic interactions with PCP genes during CE are also known to play a role at the centrosome. For example, OFD1 is essential for centrosomal structure (Singla et al. 2010) and BBS4 is necessary for anchoring of microtubules to the centrosome [Kim et al. 2010]. Finally, recent work has demonstrated that Daam1, an effector of Dvl-mediated PCP signaling [Habas et al. 2001], is also required for centrosome positioning in migrating cultured cells [Ang et al. 2010].

So, it is clear that cilia and/or cilia-associated proteins can, in certain contexts, influence planar cell polarization, even if their role in PCP signaling per se remains unclear. As if this connection was not confusing enough already, there is now substantial evidence that at least some PCP signaling proteins are important for ciliogenesis.

‘PCP effector’ proteins and ciliogenesis

The first direct evidence for a link between PCP signaling and the assembly of cilia came from analysis of the little-studied “PCP effector” proteins Inturned and Fuzzy, which are essential for PCP signaling in *Drosophila* wings (Park et al. 1996; Lee and Adler 2002, Adler et al. 2004, Collier et al. 2005). In *Xenopus*, these are highly expressed in ciliated tissues, and MO-mediated knockdown results in profound defects in ciliogenesis and Hedgehog signaling [Park et al. 2006]. The requirement for these proteins in ciliogenesis and Hh signaling is conserved in the mouse [Gray et al. 2009; Heydeck et al. 2009; Dai et al. 2010; Zeng et al. 2010].

Inturned encodes a novel PDZ-containing protein that functions downstream from core PCP proteins to control the planar polarization of hairs and bristles in *Drosophila* [Park et al. 1996; Lee and Adler 2002]. In *Drosophila*, Inturned is a cytoplasmic protein that localizes near the plasma membrane on the proximal side of wing epithelial cells [Yun et al. 1999; Adler et al. 2004], in the vicinity of the core PCP proteins Prickle and Van Gogh [Tree et al. 2002; Bastock et al. 2003]. Indeed, Van Gogh is required for Inturned localization [Adler et al. 2004]. In vertebrates, Inturned localizes diffusely in the cytoplasm of cells with a single primary cilium and is diffusely localized, but apically enriched, in multiciliated epithelial cells [Park et al. 2006; Zeng et al. 2010]. Notably, a GFP fusion to Inturned that is likewise diffusely localized can rescue ciliogenesis in Inturned-null fibroblasts [Zeng et al. 2010].

Knockdown in *Xenopus* has shown that Inturned is required for actin assembly, Rho localization, and docking of basal bodies at the apical surface in multiciliated cells [Park et al. 2008]. These results dovetail nicely with the findings that Rho-mediated actin assembly is required for apical docking of basal bodies in mammalian airway and quail oviduct [Boisvieux-Ulrich et al. 1990; Huang et al. 2003; Pan et al. 2007]. Likewise, in *Drosophila*, Inturned binds to the formin-like actin regulator Multiple Wing Hairs (MWH) [Strutt and Warrington 2008]. While there is no obvious vertebrate ortholog of MWH, these data may provide a measure of mechanistic insight, given the key role for Rho GTases and the formin protein Daam1 in PCP-mediated CE [Habas et al. 2001, 2003; Marlow et al. 2002; Ybot-Gonzalez et al. 2007].

Fuzzy also encodes a novel protein, and little is known of the function of the Fuzzy protein in *Drosophila* (Collier and Gubb 1997; Lee and Adler 2002). For vertebrate Fuzzy, a variety of computational analyses predict that it serves a vesicle trafficking function [Gray et al. 2009]. Unlike Inturned, Fuzzy is not essential for basal body docking, but rather is required for axoneme elongation. Fuzzy acts together with a Rab-similar GTase (RSG1) to govern trafficking from the cytoplasm to basal bodies and from the basal body to the tips of cilia [Gray et al. 2009]. How Fuzzy relates to other cilia trafficking systems such as the BBSome and IFT remain a key open question, but it is quite curious that both Fuzzy and Ift20 have been implicated as playing roles in exocytosis that are independent of their roles in ciliogenesis [Finetti et al. 2009; Gray et al. 2009].

An important question remains. While Inturned and Fuzzy play clear roles in planar polarization of wing hairs in *Drosophila* [Lee and Adler 2002], it is not clear that they control developmental processes generally associated with PCP in vertebrates, such as CE. Knockdown of
either gene leads to mild CE defects in *Xenopus*, but mutant mice do not display the craniorachischisis phenotype associated with mutation of core PCP genes [Park et al. 2006; Gray et al. 2009; Heydeck et al. 2009; Zeng et al. 2010]. Moreover, while widespread Hh-related defects have been observed in the epidermis of Fuz mutant mice, no defects were seen in the planar polarization of hair follicles [Dai et al. 2010], as may be expected from knockdown of a critical PCP gene (e.g., Guo et al. 2004; Devenport and Fuchs 2008).

Thus, the role for genes designated as “PCP effectors” in *Drosophila* remains unclear with respect to vertebrate PCP signaling. Adding to the confusion is the recent report on the vertebrate ortholog of another relatively obscure *Drosophila* PCP protein. The cytoplasmic WD40 repeat protein Fritz is essential for PCP in *Drosophila* wings, and is counted among the PCP effectors [Collier et al. 2005]. The *Xenopus* ortholog of Fritz is expressed in ciliated cells, and knockdown results in defects in ciliogenesis and Hh signaling [Kim et al. 2010]. However, knockdown also leads to substantial defects in CE. Fritz interacts physically with septins and appears to act via septins during both ciliogenesis and CE. Finally, mutations in human Fritz (C2orf86) were found to be associated with two ciliopathies: Meckel-Gruber syndrome and BBS [Kim et al. 2010].

### Core PCP proteins and ciliogenesis

While the role for the so-called PCP effector proteins in ciliogenesis is now well established, the role of core PCP proteins in ciliogenesis is rather more nettlesome. The first evidence for such a function came from zebrafish, where the Cap-Zip actin regulator Duboraya was shown to mediate PCP signaling and govern ciliogenesis [Oishi et al. 2006]. Oishi et al. [2006] went on to show that manipulations of either Frizzled or Dvl resulted in defective ciliogenesis in the Kupffer’s vesicle.

Subsequently, Dvl was shown to govern ciliogenesis in multiciliated cells of the *Xenopus* epidermis. As for Inturned, Dvl was found to be essential for apical actin assembly, Rho activity, and basal body docking [Park et al. 2008]. Notably, Duboraya is also required for apical actin assembly in ciliated cells [Oishi et al. 2006]. Basal body docking involves the association of nascent basal bodies with membrane-bound vesicles, and recent results implicate the vesicle tethering exocyst complex in ciliogenesis [Sorokin 1968; Rogers et al. 2004; Zuo et al. 2009]. Dvl appears to control basal body docking at this level, as basal bodies failed to associate with either vesicles or the exocyst in Dvl morphants [Park et al. 2008].

An additional tentative link between Dvl and ciliogenesis comes from human genetic studies. The tetraspan transmembrane protein TMEM216 was found to be mutated in cases of both Meckels syndrome (MKS) and Joubert syndrome-related disorders (JSRD) [Valente et al. 2010]. TMEM216 localizes to basal bodies and centrosomes, and knockdown results in defects in basal body docking and ciliogenesis. TMEM216 interacts physically with another MKS protein, Meckelin [TMEM67], and knockdown of either results in hyperactivation of RhoA and phosphorylation of Dvl [Valente et al. 2010].

While the situation with Dvl remains to be further investigated, a recent study does clearly demonstrate a requirement for another core PCP protein in ciliogenesis. Mice with mutations in genes orthologous to *Drosophila* Starry Night/Flamingo (Celsr2 and Celsr3) display severe defects in ciliogenesis in the multiciliated ependymal cells of the brain [Tissir et al. 2010]. In mice lacking Celsr2 and Celsr3, ependymal cells differentiate normally, but form few or no cilia. As was the case for Dvl in *Xenopus*, the cilia defects in Celsr mutant mice were shown to stem from a failure of basal body docking at the apical plasma membrane. Indeed, in some cases, intracellular cilia were seen extending from basal bodies still located deep inside the cytoplasm of Celsr mutant ependymal cells [Tissir et al. 2010]. Finally, recent data support a potential role for Prickle in regulating cilium length [Oteiza et al. 2010].

While it appears that some core PCP proteins do play a role in ciliogenesis, at least in certain cell types, the issue of the “PCP pathway” being required for ciliogenesis becomes uncertain when manipulations of Vangl proteins are considered. Vangl2 has been reported to localize to cilia in some systems [Ross et al. 2005; Guirao et al. 2010] but not in others [Song et al. 2010]. In *Xenopus*, MO-mediated knockdown of Vangl2 in epidermal multiciliated cells results in disruption of basal body localization and ciliogenesis [Mitchell et al. 2009]. It should be noted that Vangl2 MO does not completely eliminate cilia but reduces the number of basal bodies that apically dock and template cilia. Curiously, assembly of nodal monocilia is unaffected by Vangl2 knockdown [Antic et al. 2010]. In mice, mutation of Vangl1 and Vangl2 did not elicit ciliogenesis defects in either multiciliated airway cells, the neural tube, or cultured MEFs [Song et al. 2010]. Adding to the confusion, conflicting reports have come from zebrafish studies. One study has reported that Vangl2 mutant embryos display defects in ciliogenesis in Kupffer’s vesicle cells, multiciliated cells of the pronephros, or mono-ciliated floorplate cells of the early neural tube [Borovina et al. 2010]. In contrast, another study reports that these same mutant fish display reduced numbers of KV cilia, and, moreover, that basal bodies appear to be not properly positioned apically [May-Simera et al. 2010]. Certainly, this issue warrants more detailed quantitative analyses.

The role of core PCP proteins in ciliogenesis remains, therefore, rather confusing, although there is a plausible explanation that actually ties together some disparate findings in the field. Clearly, the asymmetric localization of core PCP components is widely discussed [Adler 2002; Strutt 2002], but what is less well known is that these PCP proteins must first be positioned apically (e.g., Das et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2004). As it happens, the apicobasal polarity protein Scribble interacts functionally and physically with PCP components in both flies and mice [Montcouquiol et al. 2003; Murdoch et al. 2003; Courbard et al. 2009]. One could speculate, then, that the machinery driving this initial apical localization of PCP components...
might also be used by the cell to mediate the apical localization of basal bodies. Whether this represents a novel aspect of the PCP pathway in general or is the result of individual PCP proteins having multiple cellular functions remains to be determined.

All cilia are not the same

The ciliopathies are represented by an ever-growing catalog of diseases all linked by mutation of genes associated with cilia structure or function. Interestingly, and perhaps somewhat telling, is the fact that these conditions are characterized by a surprisingly wide range of phenotypes that are only partially overlapping. In patients with a complete loss of cilia, the overwhelming phenotypes are associated with Hh signaling. However, many ciliopathies involve genetic mutations that only mildly effect ciliary structure and are more likely to effect specific aspects of ciliary function. There are several potentially non-Hh-related phenotypes that characterize the ciliopathies (cystic kidneys, for example), and the wide variety of milder defects suggest tissue or cell type specificity. These findings may reflect the important fact that all cilia are not created equal [Fig. 1], and that there may be many developmentally regulated and/or context-dependent ciliary functions that have yet to be discovered. If this is true, how is it that ciliary diversity is controlled and maintained? How does such diversity relate to disease presentation? A number of recent studies have begun to address these questions from very different directions. In the remainder of this review, we discuss some of these new findings in ciliary biology and how they may (or may not) relate to Wnt signaling and PCP.

Basal bodies as ciliary docking stations

Centrioles are the primary microtubule-organizing centers of the cell. This is elegantly displayed when they serve as the nucleating point of aster formation during mitosis. Due to the importance of centrioles for various cellular functions, they have evolved as important centers for protein–protein interactions, particularly during the cell cycle [Marshall 2007; Nigg 2007]. One of the more intriguing advances in the field of ciliary signaling is the idea that basal bodies (i.e., centrioles) are more then simply the nucleating site of cilia, but that they also serve as a docking station for proteins in transit to the cilium. This point is highlighted by the fact that many mutations that lead to ciliopathies are in genes that encode proteins that localize to basal bodies rather than to cilia. Since many of the proteins that make it to the cilia are trafficked via vesicles, there is increasing interest in vesicle trafficking as it relates to cilia and basal bodies. This has been beautifully shown for the BBSome. Comprised of proteins associated with the ciliopathy BBS, this complex helps target vesicles to the cilia. Specifically, the BBSome is required for ciliary membrane biogenesis, and is targeted to cilia via Rabin8-mediated activation of Rab8 [Nachury et al. 2007]. Interestingly, Rabin8 is localized to basal bodies, as is Rab11, which stimulates the Rabin8 activation of Rab8 [Knodler et al. 2010]. Finally, Ahi1/Jbn is implicated in ciliogenesis via a role in targeting of Rab8 [Hsiao et al. 2009], although it should be noted that a separate study failed to find a role for Ahi1/Jbn in ciliogenesis [Lancaster et al. 2009].

The BBSome is not the only important basal body/vesicle interaction, however. Dvl, for example, localizes adjacent to the basal body and appears to mediate recruitment of sec8-positive vesicles [Park et al. 2008]. Dvl
influences both the planar orientation and assembly of motile cilia in multiciliated cells (Park et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009; Hirota et al. 2010). In addition, it is possible that Dvl's presence near basal bodies is also related to canonical Wnt signaling and/or “post-docking” vesicle traffic, as a number of vesicle trafficking proteins have been linked to Wnt signaling via Dvl (Capelluto et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2003; Yu et al. 2007).

**Ciliary pores and gatekeepers**

Nuclear pores have been studied extensively and are well characterized for their ability to limit protein entry into the nucleus. Nuclear entry through a pore requires a specific amino acid sequence (the nuclear localization sequence) and is facilitated by binding to importin β2. The binding of cargo to importin β2 is in turn tightly regulated by the Ran GTPase. Ran-GTP, at low levels in the cytoplasm, allows the association of nuclear cargoes with importin β2, while high levels of Ran-GTP in the nucleus disrupt these associations (Harel and Forbes 2004).

Interestingly, GTP-bound Ran was also found recently at high levels in cilia, leading to the proposal that a homologous ciliary pore requiring a ciliary localization signal (CLS) and interaction with importin β2 governs localization of proteins to cilia (Dishinger et al. 2010). High levels of Ran-GTP in the cilium would then disrupt the interaction between the CLS and importin β2, thereby blocking exit. This model is supported by the finding that importin β1 is also present in cilia, and that dominant-negative importin β1 disrupts ciliogenesis (Fan et al. 2007).

How the Ran-mediated entry system interacts with other ciliary trafficking systems (such as IFT and BBS systems) (see below) has not yet been investigated. Indeed, while the importin system has been shown very nicely to govern entry of kinesin Kif17, it remains to be determined how pervasive this mechanism is for the many proteins that make up the ciliumome (Dishinger et al. 2010). An additional candidate for trafficking by this system is the protein encoded by the CLP1 splice variant of Crumbs3, as this protein is present in cilia, controls ciliogenesis, and also interacts with importin β in a Ran-dependent manner (Fan et al. 2007).

This new link between nuclear pore machinery and ciliary trafficking may provide an entry point for additional studies exploring the mechanisms by which cilia or ciliary proteins impact Wnt signaling. For example, the Chibby protein is an antagonist of canonical Wnt signaling, acting in concert with importin α and 14-3-3 proteins to govern the nucleocyttoplasmic shuttling of β-catenin (Li et al. 2008, 2010). It is therefore particularly intriguing that Chibby also localizes to the base of cilia in airway epithelial cells and MDCK2 cells (Voronina et al. 2009). One interpretation is that this represents another example of the shared mechanism regulating nuclear pore/ciliary pore trafficking.

In addition, a possible link between Chibby and PCP proteins comes from the finding that Chibby mutant mice display defects in ciliogenesis in multiciliated cells of the airway (Voronina et al. 2009). Indeed, these ciliogenesis defects stem from a failure of basal body docking, as is the case for ciliogenesis defects arising from manipulations of Dvl or Celsr proteins (Park et al. 2008; Voronina et al. 2009; Tissir et al. 2010). Finally, one of the 14-3-3 proteins that was found to bind Chibby is also implicated in ciliogenesis (Fan et al. 2004).

**Diffusion barriers**

Just as the importin β results expose the gated community of soluble proteins in the ciliary compartment, other recent data demonstrate that ciliary membrane is likewise a highly exclusive piece of property. In addition to the BBSome/Rab8 system, which preferentially delivers membrane proteins to cilia, there is also a system in place to maintain a continuous partition between the ciliary membrane and the adjoining nonciliary plasma membrane.

Early insights into the mechanism of this partitioning came with the demonstration that Fapp2, an apical membrane targeting protein, is essential for ciliogenesis (Vieira et al. 2006). This study described a specialized zone of highly condensed lipids at the base of cilia that excludes apical, nonciliary proteins. Fapp2 is required for the partitioning of the more- and less-ordered lipids on the apical membrane (Vieira et al. 2006).

Similar membrane diffusion barriers are observed in a variety of cellular contexts, such as the cytokinetic furrow. In yeast, the septins are a major component of such diffusion barriers (for review, see Gladfelter et al. 2001), and they appear to play a similar role at the base of neuronal dendrites (Caudron and Barral 2009). There is now evidence that septins also act in the diffusion barriers at the base of cilia. Septins form rings at the base of both primary cilia in IMCD3 cells and in motile cilia in the Xenopus epidermis, and septins are essential for ciliogenesis in both cell types (Hu et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010). Careful FRAP studies revealed that disruption of septins alters the diffusional mobility of several ciliary membrane proteins. Thus, septins appear to act as the physical diffusion barrier that gives cilia the distinct membrane composition and specific localization of various membrane receptors (Hu et al. 2010).

This role for septins in ciliogenesis has provided some measure of a unifying mechanism for the role of PCP proteins in ciliogenesis and polarized, collective cell movements. The PCP effector protein Fritz is essential for Drosophila wing hair polarity (Collier et al. 2005), and in Xenopus is required for both CE and ciliogenesis (Kim et al. 2010). Fritz is required to control septin localization during both ciliogenesis and CE (Kim et al. 2010).

Finally, another potential component of the ciliary diffusion barrier is Arl6 (BBS3), which, like septins, localizes to a ring-like structure at the base of the cilium (Wiens et al. 2010). Interestingly, overexpression of ARL6 causes ciliogenesis defects and an increased responsiveness to Wnt signaling (Wiens et al. 2010).

**IFT**

In addition to targeting of ciliary components to the basal body and modulating molecules that get into cilia, it is...
also possible that IFT molecules may preferentially carry specific cargos. This may occur at the level of protein sorting in the transition zone near the base of cilia, as has been suggested by results in the photoreceptors of Nphp1 mutant mice and in Chlamydomonas CEP290 mutants (Jiang et al. 2009; Craige et al. 2010). Additionally, while there is a typical rate of motion for IFT molecules, FRAP experiments of different ciliary components revealed that there are different rates of recovery after photobleaching, suggesting that different molecules are preferentially trafficked (Boehlke et al. 2010). In fact, Rab5 and Rab23 differentially modulate recovery of selective molecules, further suggesting that ciliary trafficking is a highly regulated process and not simply a matter of the most abundant proteins stochastically being transported faster (Boehlke et al. 2010). Other data suggest that specific adaptors link different subsets of ciliary proteins to the IFT complex. Tulp3, for example, controls the ciliary localization of g-protein-coupled receptors such as rhodopsin, but does not affect ciliary trafficking of Rab8a or Smoothed (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2010).

An intriguing combination of the idea of ciliary gatekeeping and preferential IFT stems from the results that CEP290 specifically localizes at the transition zone and is responsible for mediating the interaction between the axoneme and the ciliary membrane (Craig et al. 2010). In the absence of CEP290, there is a drastic alteration of the ciliary protein ensemble, and, in particular, there are modifications in the amount of various IFT components (Craig et al. 2010). These results suggest that the ciliary gatekeepers, in addition to sorting ciliary proteins, can also regulate the transport of these proteins by modulating the number of particular IFT molecules.

**Final thoughts**

The first evidence for cilia on vertebrate animals probably came from Steinbuch (1802, as described in Sharpey 1835, 1836), who reported fluid flow across the surface of tadpoles at the turn of the 19th century. The legendary biologist Purkyně and his student, Valentin (Valentin and Purkyně 1834, translated in Sharpey 1835), first described motile cilia in vertebrate airways and correctly conjectured that they might aid in the removal of mucus. Then, as now, cilia were a touchy subject, as Valentin and Purkyně (1834) somewhat indelicately pointed out that Steinbuch’s result “does not altogether correspond with nature” [Steinbuch 1802, Valentin and Purkyně 1834, as translated in Sharpey 1835]. Another 150 years would pass before the first reports of primary cilia would emerge. At that time, these wide-spread, nonmotile cilia were proposed to serve a sensory function [Munger 1958, Sorokin 1962], and now the wide-spread links between these primary cilia and cell–cell signaling in vertebrates are generating exciting, if contentious, new concepts in development and disease.

The variety of subtle Wnt defects seen in various cell types following manipulations of ciliary proteins are hard to ignore. The variability here may stem from the concerted efforts of ciliary pores, diffusion barriers, and differential IFT transport that tightly regulate ciliary component position in different cell types, or, alternatively, it remains at least possible that the whole could be a complex illusion. Perhaps the links are not between cilia and Wnt signaling at all, but rather stem from the pleiotropic nature of the proteins under study. One thing is clear. Sharpey’s thoughts from 1835 remain true today: Further investigations will be “rewarded by much curious and interesting discovery” (Sharpey 1835).
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